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Presidents Message:

This is Issue No. 3 of the Direct Connection for 2017. We have several great articles about recent contests,
including "The Palmer" for those of you who couldn't join us. Have you noticed that we rarely have
construction articles or write-ups on events not related to control line flying. Perhaps, I'll attempt an "up close
and personal" article on me in the next issue.
Here's an update on the vehicle gate to the south parking area at Whittier Narrows. The parks staff replaced
the tether car club's keyed lock with our 4-digit lock. I finally made it to the field and found that the lock works
"just fine". I emailed our contact Louie Guerrero to tell him that the top "hinge" on the largest leaf had been
separated from the pin. As of July 3, the gate was on the hinge again. It also appeared that the sprinklers
had been repaired or a maintenance person had been manually watering the combat/carrier areas!
You'll notice that the Valley Circle Burners had to re-schedule their one-day sort-of-fun fly for the middle of
July at the Sepulveda Basin field. I understand that the event is Sunday, July 16 and includes a pot luck
picnic. Since a number of VCB members attended and helped staff the Palmer Contest, I do hope that we'll
do the same for their event. It's no secret that both clubs need to support each other more than we have in
the past to ensure we both continue to exist as clubs.
Most of you know that the Dale Kirn Memorial Knights Joust will be help August 19 and 20. The CD for this
extravaganza is Joe Brownlee. Events will include all of the aerobatic classes; carrier, scale and a couple of
combat events. We will need to discuss the issue of "lunch" on Saturday and/or Sunday. We can do this at
the July 11 meeting. Please contact me if there’s something you’d like to discuss in detail then.
I'll get on my soapbox for the Toys for Tots event (held in early December) in the next issue. Until then, find
someone you can help learn to fly control line; have fun doing that; and always put safety first with whatever
you're doing.

Knights of the Round Circle Meeting Notes: June 13, 2017
KOTRC is an AMA Chartered Club, Number 2389 with AMA Insurance Coverage.
With 11 in attendance,* Randy Doll lead the Pledge of Allegiance.
President Mike Jones conducted the meeting.
SHOW AND TELL:
John Wright showed a Veco Tomahawk, profile stunt with an Enya 29, that he built when he was 13. He says
the engine vibrates quite a lot. Then he displayed his plaque from the Northwest Regional Control Line
Contest in Roseburg, Oregon: ½A Scale 1st, Profile Scale 1st, Fun Scale 2nd, Sport Scale 2nd, Old Time Stunt
2nd, Expert Profile Stunt 1st; plus, the Scale Champion Trophy.
Larry Renger showed a version of his Sky Sport ½A Stunt ship, kitted by Eric Rule at RSM Distribution, but
this one had tricycle landing gear powered by an AP Wasp 061, covered Polyspan and Ultralite Park Flyer
Film. Larry’s trying to find the best propeller: 5½X2½ 2 blade, 5X3 3 blade, or a 6X3 3 blade.
Pete Soule told of his experiences with international Control Line World Championships in F2C Team Race.
Howard Doering displayed his plaque from the Northwest Regionals: A Speed 3rd, D Speed 2nd, 21 Sport
Speed 3rd, 21 Proto Speed 2nd, Fast Jet Speed 2nd, and Northwest Sport Jet 3rd. He also was interviewed by
reporters from the Roseburg, Oregon News-Review about the Control Line contest. Howard’s big
announcement was his purchase of a 22’ Motorhome: Chevy chassis and engine, sleeps 7 with a stove,
restroom and running water. He’s off to the Nats with airplanes and a place to stay.
Rich Redhead showed a Brodak Aries kit, well along in construction.
Scot Barth and Rich Redhead both showed electric motor powered combat wings from Core House designed
by Phil Cartier called Little Hacker. They fly on 35’ Spectra lines.
Mike Alurac had a beginner Control Line Combat ship from Blackhawk, suitable for a 19 or a 25.
OLD BUSINESS:
Treasurer’s report: We’re still sustaining ourselves. The Palmer contest near broke even. Pay Pal is in the
works. Pay your dues, but don’t suffer returned check fees.
The 2017 Fullerton Airport Day on 13 May was a success. We flew over 50 people with Larry Renger’s
electric Control Line Trainers on 30’ lines. Winds high enough to affect our light airplanes ended our fun. We
will evaluate the electric “RingRat 250” airplane which looks like a small Ringmaster and is kitted by Stevens
Aero. President Mike is almost finished building one. KOTRC participation in events like this requires
voluntary attendance, time and effort. We are the experts in Control Line flying.
Lists of KOTRC members will be submitted to Whittier Narrows Park for annual pass eligibility.

NEW BUSINESS:
MECOA (Model Engine Corp of America), has acquired Fox Manufacturing.
MECOA address: 16015 Adelante St., Irwindale, CA 91702 U.S.A. (619) 359-6972
Again, due to actual and perceived problems with model flying and Whittier Narrows Park use, there is a lock
on each gate and user groups have the secret combination. We are also trying to manage the water
sprinklers. We realize that we have one of the best flying sites on the planet. We’ve got to work to keep it
that way.
There was more talk about management of the KOTRC Webb Site with a new edition out soon. There will be
a quarterly KOTRC News Letter with meeting minutes e-mailed to members. Stay tuned.
Finally, Mike Alurac has been tasked with finding new KOTRC T-Shirts so we can look united during our
Control Line flying training sessions.
Officers of the Knights of the Round Circle 2017:
Mike Jones – President
Larry Renger – Vice President
Joe Brownlee – Secretary
Paul Wescott – News Letter
Joel Chesler – Safety Officer
Contest and Events Schedule as of January 2017:
(To report a problem to Whittier Narrows Park Officials, call 626-575-5526.)
The Sir Dale Kirn Memorial Knights Joust contest is AMA Sanctioned (Sanction 1379) and will be August
19-20. Joe Brownlee will be the Contest Director, ably assisted by those who can do loops. The Alternate CD
will be Warren Walker. It will have Beginner Stunt with no entry fee, Old Time and Classic Stunt,
Intermediate, Advanced and Expert Stunt, all scale classes judged as Fun Scale, all Navy Carrier classes
judged record ratio, and 80 MPH Combat and F2D Fast Combat.
Additions to the December 3-4 Toys for Tots Contest are 1cc Stunt for the Leprechaun Trophy, Torquette and
Hallow Loge Speed, ½A Combat on Saturday and F2D Fast Combat on Sunday.
July 16 – Valley Circle Burners Stunt Contest for 1cc, Profile Sportsman and Profile Competitor.
August 19-20 – Sir Dale Kirn Memorial Knights Joust.
September 9-10 Wayne Trivin Speed & Racing.
October 21-22 - Virgil Wilbur Speed, Racing & Combat.
December 3-4 - Toys for Tots Speed, Racing & Combat; plus Hollow Log and Leprechaun at Whittier Narrows.
December 9 – Knights Christmas Party at Warren and Ramona Walker’s home.
The meeting adjourned at 2021.
* Mike Alurac, Scot Barth, Joe Brownlee, Howard Doering, Randy Doll, Mike Jones, Don Rapp, Rich
Redhead, Larry Renger, Pete Soule, John Wright.

Bob Palmer Memorial 2017
John Wright, CD

Saturday, Apr 29
After spending many hours in preparation in the prior months, the big day finally arrived for the Bob Palmer
Memorial. Fortunately, the predicted high winds never materialized and the weather cooperated. Kathy and I
hit the road for Whittier Narrows at 5:45 am Saturday, Apr 29. First order of business was coffee. Perry Ohal
helped with that while Kathy set up the donuts. Then we set up registration tables and a canopy. When Mike
Jones rolled in with the registration forms we opened up registration and were off and running. Contestants
trickled in while the top dawgs put up practice flights. There were some judge substitutions due to no shows
but we finally held the pilots meeting while Joel did the appearance judging for classic about 8:30 am.
Turnout is on the increase with nearly all categories on the increase: Beginner 3;Intermediate 1;Classic 10;
and OTS 7. First flights went up shortly after 9am and first round was over after 11am. Then lunch and what
a lunch it was. Diane Chesler had brought her travel trailer, and Airstream Bambi, and was cooking hamburgs
and hot dogs, as well as home made salads, fruit and chips.
There were occasional wind gusts as the second round started, but they were never high and tapered off for
most of the flying. We finished up Saturday with a short awards ceremony by 2pm. The results are posted on
a separate sheet.

Sunday:
The weather also cooperated Sunday and we got going about 8:30. Sunday we enlisted John Miller from
Utah to do the appearance judging. He had come just to watch but we put him to work. Since Expert had 13 I
pushed for them to get going. I had 3 judges on expert and a good thing we did. The scores were extremely
tight, 3 points separated 3rd thru 7th and 10 points down to 10th. That’s a rough neighborhood. Six showed
up for Advanced but the scores had more of a normal spread. Five flew profile and shared a circle with
Advanced. The weather held until the awards ceremony at about 2:30, so no one had to fight really high
winds.

Event Staff:
Many people pitched in to put on an excellent contest. Their names are listed in the contest results sheet, but
I like to give special recognition to those who worked both days. Besides myself and Joel Chesler as CD’s,
and Joel also judged expert, there was President Mike Jones on Registration both days, Joe Brownlee and
Howard Doering running and posting scores, VP Larry Renger judging, Charles Carter judging Sat and
running scores Sun, Warren Walker pit boss both days, Perry Ohal helping set up Sat and running scores
Sun. And Dennis Coleman judged Sat and was a back-up judge Sun. I hope I haven’t left anyone out, but
thank you if I did.
Happy Landings

The buffet at Warren and Ramona Walker’s home-always a great gathering

Bill & Bev Wisniewski Memorial Speed & Racing, 3-4 June 2017
Whittier Narrows Park, South El Monte, California
Joe Brownlee and Ron Duly
Lesson learned: Don’t schedule a meet within a week of a big major contest. The Northwest Regionals in
Oregon was well attended by flyers that usually come to Southern California, so few made it to our contest.
Will Stewart brought his new Fox 35 Speed ship. It weighed 24 ounces, side mounted old Fox 35 and
complied with all of the proposed rules. The inboard wing was folded aluminum which enclosed the bellcrank.
The pushrod came out of the trailing edge exposed back to the elevator. Standing start speed 82.20 mph. In
air 86.92 mph. Now let’s don’t get complicated with “intent” or design specifications. Let’s keep it simple and
allow innovation. Will’s airplane met the rules and flew well.
Howard Doering flew his OPS 29 asymmetric B Speed ship. With a revised fuel system on crankcase
pressure, he turned 144.63.
Howard then flew his upright CS 049 ½A speed ship at 114.63, going faster during the flight.
And that was the extent of our fun. The newly paved circle is really nice. We found that the Jet starting
Honda powered air compressor can be located outside the fence with enough hose to start 60’, 65’ and 70’
airplanes. We gotta integrate the spark ignition system with the air hose trigger for really efficient Jet starting.
Don’t know if the Tether Car folks learn anything from us CL Speed Flyers, but I sure learn from them. They
put on quite a show with several over 200 mph runs with 10cc enclosed wheel streamliners. Then an
interesting failure with a 5cc streamliner which stopped very abruptly going fast. The engine crankcase and
cylinder broke below the head. You could see the top of the connecting rod and piston wrist pin from above.
The fuel is only 80% Methanol-20% Castor. Perhaps too lean and little cooling. What can be learned?
The Sunday June 4th Southern California Air Racers contest went well for most entrants. We had two guys
join us that usually can be found in the stunt circles: Pete Cunha and John Wright. One entrant managed to
bring three new planes with two new engines. The bane of Pitmen to say the least! A new Super Slow Rat
with the name “EMU” on it had possibly the tightest Enya 25 engine ever made. The owner (name withheld
for obvious reasons) spent many, many minutes going thru the flip-pop-flip-pop-flip-pop routine without having
any luck getting it to run. An electric starter wouldn’t even turn it over. He finally took out the plug and used
the electric starter to spin and spin and...well you get the idea. Put the plug back in and flip-pop-flip-pop...OK,
folks, time to step away before stepping on it! Charlie Johnson took up the challenge and shortly thereafter
had it running. Things were looking up. That is until he tried to refuel it. Seems that the builder managed to
solder shut the overflow vent so it all dumped out the venturi. Gee, it pressure tested just fine! The only way
it could be refueled was for him to turn the plane in such a way that the end of the fuel pickup tube was “up.”
Needless to say, the time in the pits was a bit long. On to the SSR race. Dave Hull and Doug Mayer teamed
up and flew Dave’s beautiful Shyfox plane using an OS 25 FP. A new OS 25 FP. There seems to be a theme
here! They did well, placing first with a time of 8:02.6 while Pete Cunha and Charlie Johnson placed second
with Pete’s equally beautiful plane powered by an OS 25 LA in a time of 9:31.24. The EMU plane just wasn’t
making it and withdrew after the axle snapped on landing. Sure made a quick stop! The wheel was too far
forward anyway and it always bounced on landing. Time for a re-do!
In Jr. Mouse, Mason Mayer turned in a time of 3:55.96 for 50 laps. All went well for him and Dad was proud.

John Wrights plane being judged (Photo courtesy of NW regionals website).
NW Regionals 2017
by John Wright
Wednesday-May 24 & Thursday May 25:
After a grueling two day drive in Kathy’s van to Roseburg Oregon, I checked into the Windmill Inn and began
repairing my scale airplanes. I had spent 2 days searching for my scale documentation and that took up all
the time I needed to repair those planes. I brought my twin 049 Beaufighter, Profile scale Corsair, Sport scale
Cessna 195, and a profile Zero for Fun Scale. I finished up in time for a good nights sleep and link up with
roommate Walter Hicks.
Friday May 26:
I only had one event Friday, OTS. I brought my Big Job/ST56 for that event. The flying didn’t get started until
late in the morning and the wind began to come up. My Big Job handles a fair amount of wind so I was OK.
After the first round I was in second place with Jim Aron Ringmaster/25 in first by a comfortable margin. We
all improved second round but no shift in placings. Jim Aron 1st, me 2nd and Dave Royer 3rd. Many other
events were also flown, speed, and combat. I still had more repairs to do so after dinner, I returned to my
room to work.
Saturday May 27: With most of my repairs done, I brought out my scale ships and lined them up for
appearance judging. I also had to keep and eye on the stunt circle for the the announcement for profile stunt.
I had my Alexander the Grape/Merco 61 for profile stunt. The scale judging commenced mid morning, and I
shuffled my planes through the static portion. As I got ready to fly the reed in one of the 049‘s failed and also
the glow plug clip. Repairing all this while on the flight line was embarrassing. After those repairs I got
airborne with both engines turning. But the outside engine quit after 8 laps so I didn’t get the multi engine
bonus. The second flight faired even worse, so I directed my efforts to the Cessna/Fox 19 and the Corsair/
K&B 40. These airplanes are well tested and I only flew one flight each. Then the profile stunt event started
and I had to fuel, pull test and fly the Grape. With a Merco 61 and a sleek no flap air frame, this plane

penetrates the wind well. After the first round, I was the only one above 500. Then I went back to the scale
circle. The other 1/2A’s were on the flight line by then. The Rearwin Speedster was tail heavy and couldn’t
sustain flight. The Monocoupe had an OK Cub 049 and could only taxi. Meanwhile the Speedster had nose
weight added, and with the Wasp 049 peaked out, it made 10 laps, qualified! I then readied my Zero/OS 35S.
This was an easy flight, no throttle, take off, just a few stunt maneuvers, and landing. I had one more profile
stunt flight, but I flamed out in the four leaf. Fortunately my first flight carried my to 1st. So that ended my
flying for the meet. Firsts in Profile Stunt, 1/2A scale, and Profile scale. Seconds in OTS, Sport scale and
Fun scale. My efforts in scale earned me the scale overall trophy, which may make and appearance at the
meeting. Unfortunately I had no camera but I saw Howard Doering wander up from the speed circle and take
a few pictures. I wandered down to the combat circles and said hello to Don Jensen. Both Howard and Don
brought home some hardware.And the NewMath team from So Cal&Nevada won the speed overall trophy.
Howard will be delivering that trophy to them soon.

Crew member Howard Doering - .21 Proto speed event (Photo courtesy of NW regional website)
Sunday May 28:
I had planned to relax, watch and sell kotrc engines and the Wright Stuff. But they came up short on Expert
Judges, so I judged Expert Stunt while the Rushes tended the engine sales. None were sold. This was some
of the best flying ever. Paul Walker P-47/Electric won at 616, with Dave Fitzgerald Thundergazer/77 2nd at
615, and Brett Buck 3rd at about 612.
Monday May 29 and Tuesday May 30:
On my trip home I visited Crater Lake and Lassen Volcanic Nat’l Park. Both were snowed in at the higher
altitudes and I couldn’t see the whole park at Lassen, but still a good side trip. I spent overnight in Woodland
and went to the Cal State Railroad museum in Sacramento. A good museum but parking is expensive. I
timed my arrival at home for after 10 to avoid the traffic. It took several days to recover, but I’m flying again
and working on engines and planes again. I big news on June 10, I bought a brand new used car, a 2003
Dodge Caravan Cargo Van, low milage. Kathy is so thrilled that I won’t have to used her van, she plans to get
me a new WN sticker for it!
Happy Landings

Imaginology and Fullerton Airport Open House
by Mike Jones
Many thanks to speed flyers, and dependable KOTRC members, Joe Brownlee and Howard Doering, who
stepped up big time to join John Wright and me to save face for KOTRC. As before, the Imaginology flying
sessions on Friday and Saturday (April 21 and 22) were a huge success. The four of us were able to keep
Larry Renger's coreplast/electric powered trainers in the air long enough to provide 250 flights over those two
days. The vast majority of trainees were 3 to 12 years old; however, we also had several moms and dads
and even one grandmother take the handle and fly with us.
Unfortunately, Larry Renger was suffering through equilibrium problems the entire week and couldn't attend
the event. Having done many of these sessions, I was able to take the equipment and prepare the planes
and batteries. Thanks go to Andy Borgogna for lending me a few batteries to replace the "puffy" ones that I
took to a recycling center. I can be so responsible at times!
We were originally scheduled to staff flying sessions on Sunday. Unfortunately, Howard and Joe had other
commitments. Mike Alurac was willing to join me as an instructor, but I learned last year that if you don't have
3 instructors, the physical toll is just too much. Thankfully, the folks at the Harbor Soaring Society, our
sponsors, understood the situation and had no problem with us skipping Sunday's sessions.
Fullerton Airport Day was much the same story. While some members attended the Valley Circle Burners
event at the Basin; Larry Renger, Mike Alurac, Mike Cosner, Chris Collins, Joe Brownlee and I prepared to
train lots of co-pilots throughout the day. We were provided a very decent space at the north end of the
displays and in front of the FAI building. No helicopter rides to contend with and temporarily, great visibility.

Unfortunately, the coordinators didn't foresee a problem with parking the In-N-out burgers mobile kitchen
directly in front of us. There went the great visibility. There were a few small problems but we did attract a
few dozen young folks before the winds increased past the point of safe flying.

(Photo courtesy of www.aircraftspruce.com)

Monthly Safety Message
by Joel Chesler, Safety Officer

I’m sure anyone who knows about automobiles, will recognize the above photo of Chip Foose and little old
me.
The above occasion took place last week at the Foose Factory in Huntington Beach. It seems that my
pinstriper, Dennis (one of the top painters in the country) is also Chip’s and is often featured on the Velocity
Channel’s show, Overhaulin’.
When Dennis was over recently at my home, he asked if I would like a personal tour of the facility and
naturally I jumped at the opportunity.
It is an amazing facility with the capability to fabricate sheet metal, a paint booth, engine area, etc.
Returning to our club business, John has informed me that he expects some of the top Stunt Flyers on the
coast to attend our upcoming contest. Please be sure to get the word out to any potential flyers to attend this
contest. The Saturday lunch break will be served free of charge to all the participants, so you need not pack
any sort of lunch.
Hope to see you all there & fly safely.

!

Recipe of the month;

1 (8 ounce) package cream cheese
1 (14 ounce) can sweetened condensed milk
1 (5 ounce) package instant vanilla pudding mix
3 cups cold milk
Milk Whole, Vitamin D
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 (8 ounce) container frozen whipped topping, thawed
4 bananas, sliced Bananas
1/2 (12 ounce) package vanilla wafers
Directions
Prep 30 m

Ready In 3 h 30 m

In a large bowl, beat cream cheese until fluffy. Beat in condensed milk, pudding mix, cold milk and
vanilla until smooth. Fold in 1/2 of the whipped topping.
Line the bottom of a 9x13 inch dish with vanilla wafers. Arrange sliced bananas evenly over wafers.
Spread with pudding mixture. Top with remaining whipped topping. Chill.

